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Most common english phrases used in daily life

You want to improve your English speaking but don’t know where to start? You know a lot of English words but have a hard time making sentences in English? You know why? The reason is you don’t learn common English phrases and sentence patterns, do you? These phrases and patterns are said as basic units for you to make much more correct sentences in English. Below
are 100 common English phrases and sentence patterns that are much used in daily life. Each common English phrase includes real audios and scripts which help you learn sentence structures better, and make sentences in English much more easily. If you master just one common English phrase or sentence pattern, you can make hundreds of correct sentences. This is the
easiest way to make sentences in English. Take time to learn all of the following lessons and you will improve your spoken English very quickly. And remember that deep learning is the key to English fluency. You should learn each lesson deeply before moving to the next one (5 lessons/day is recommended.) You may also like: 50 Common Expressions in English Daily English
Conversation by Topics Finally, if you find these lessons useful, please share with your friends and let us know your thoughts in the comment section below. * learn english speaking * learning  english speaking * learn english speaking free download * 100 common phrases * 100 phrases in english * 100 sentence patterns for english speaking * english learning conversation
* learning english conversation online free * common english phrases * learn english conversation online free If you are new here please read this first. MY NAME IS ROBBY, and I’m the author of the English Harmony System – Read About My 5 Year Long Journey to English Fluency HERE! Hi my foreign English speaking friends! Here I’ve created a list of the most important
English small talk phrases so that you never have situations when you get stuck when bumping into someone on the street or greeting your colleagues in the morning! Here you’ll also find a good number of English phrases you can use to respond to typical greetings. And even more – some of the phrases below will help you add more substance to what you’re saying to your chat
partner and also help you take time and think over the question. At the end of the list you’ll find typical good-bye phrases and you’ll definitely find them handy when finishing off a conversation or even if you want to get rid of the person you’re chatting with!  There’s also industry small talk phrases – and they’re definitely going to come in handy in work-related situations.
Whenever you want to ask your work colleague to cover you for a couple of hours and tell them you’re going to keep a low profile because you went out the night before – all this is covered in the industry small talk section! So, click on the links below and they’ll take you to the respective section of English small talk phrases!  Introductions I’m so pleased to meet you – have you
just been introduced to a new person and you want to tell them how nice it is meeting them? Well, this is just the right phrase to use on such an occasion! I’ve heard so much about you – in case the person you’re being introduced to is well known, this is just the right English small talk phrase to tell them during the introduction! It’s good to have you here! – sometimes you may want
to make the new person feel welcome at the party or event, so this is what you tell them to make them feel included. I’d like you to meet someone! – this is a typical way of introducing a new person to one or more people. I am indeed! And you must be… – when someone else approaches you and calls you by your name, and you’re pretty sure who that person is, this is the right
English small talk phrase to use: “Hello, is it Mark?” – “I am indeed! And you must be James!?” I’ll leave you two to get acquainted! – if you have to leave two people you just introduced to each other, this is the perfect phrase for such a situation. Please, call me… – a few minutes into the conversation with a new person you may want to lighten up the mood by giving the other
person a permission to call you by your name or a more friendly version of your name: “And by the way Michael…” – “Please, call me Mike!” I almost didn’t recognize you! – sometimes we get to see people we haven’t seen for a long, long time – and this English small talk phrase is the typical way of expressing your excitement at seeing them again. Have we met before? – in case
you really don’t recognize the person saying hello to you, you can use this phrase to ask them if you’ve met before. Yes, it’s a bit awkward, but there’s really no better way of putting it! It’s good to see you again! – this is how you recognize the presence of an old friend or acquaintance when you meet them after a while. TAKE ACTION! Are you willing to start working on your
spoken English but you just don’t know where to start? START HERE! Conversation Starters & Greetings (UPDATED!) New! Hi, I’m …. . What brings you here? – this is an effective way to start a conversation with someone you meet an event, and allows you start a discussion about why you are there. New! Hi, I’m …. . Are you the first time here? – if you are the first time at an
event you can use this phrase to start a conversation and also see if the other person is also the first time there or he/she has already been there and can give you information about the last time. New! Hi, I’m …. .  I wanted to introduce myself.  – this is a straight forward way to introduce yourself and start a conversation. I was wondering if – this is a beautiful way to strike up a
conversation with someone you might know, yet you haven’t spoken to them too often. Typically it would be some occasion when you get to meet your work colleagues and talk about something else other than work-related matters!  Sorry to bother you – this starter phrase is pretty universal and can be used in a lot of situations – ranging from chatting up strangers on the street
when asking for directions and ending with addressing a busy co-worker when approaching them for the advice! Excuse me, would you happen to know – this is another one of those phrases you can use when asking people for advice in pretty much any life situation – be it when trying to find the nearest grocery shop or when navigating a new building you’re visiting for the first
time. What have you been up to lately? – this is a great English small talk phrase used to inquire what the other person has been doing lately. You’ll probably notice that there’s something wrong with the way the sentence is constructed – it should really say “What HAVE you been up to lately?” – but guess what? It’s typical to leave out words in spoken English, and as a matter of
fact, when you speak in real life, this phrase sounds more like “Watch you bin up to lately?” Try it – and you’ll realize that you sound WAY MORE native-like this way! By the way – are you interested in sounding like a native English speaker? Then check out the Accent Genie Program HERE! How are you getting on? – just another way of saying ‘how are you?’ Are you doing OK? –
asked when the person has had some tough experience recently and you want to ask politely if they’re OK. Hi, …! What’s new? – this is a very informal way of greeting a close friend or anyone who you see on a regular basis and you want to ask has anything happened since you last met. Hi, …! What’s up? – the same as above with a difference that you’re probably not that
interested in what news the other person might have. Hi, …! Long time no see! – used when you haven’t seen the person for a long period of time and you want to state that fact in the greeting. Hi, …! Have you been keeping busy? – just a standard inquiry with little or no direct meaning. Do you mind me asking…? – a typical way of asking something that might be a slightly
personal question. OK, here’s the thing … – a very handy way to start making your point if you’re not sure how to begin the sentence. Is everything OK? – this is what you’d say to a person when you see that they’re distressed and obviously not OK. Normally you’d ask this to a close friend or a work colleague – but you can also say this to a stranger you meet in the street and if it’s
obvious that that person needs help. ENTERTAINMENT: Take a couple of minutes to this test and see how English vocabulary can be learned the super-easy way! Event Small Talk (New!) You can use these phrases in networking events or other kinds of events. New! How did you hear about this event? – this helps getting a conversation started with something you both have in
common. New! What a great place for an event! – a great way to start a discussion about the event location. New! Are you from here? – if you are not from the city of the event, or you suppose your conversation partner is not, this is a good way to exchange some more information. New! What are you doing [in your work – if it is not a work-related event]? – ask what the other
persons job is. New! Have you met … ? – in this way, you can introduce someone else into the conversation. Typical Responses Thanks, I’ve been keeping busy – just a standard response to a standard greeting with little or no direct meaning. Thanks for asking, I’m fine, how are you? – a typical response and counter-question to a greeting phrase ‘how are you?’ Sorry, I didn’t
catch that? – the verb “to catch” in this context means “to understand”, so this English small talk response phrase means “Sorry, I didn’t understand what you just said?” – it’s just that in conversational English we use these types of slang words to make it sound friendlier and easier to understand! Help yourself! – this English small talk phrase is one of the traditional phrases you’ll
find in all English phrase-books, and it’s an encouraging phrase used to let the other person know that they can go ahead with the action in question. Typically this is used as a response when the other person is asking for permission to take something, and then you tell them that they can certainly do it: “Sorry, do you mind if I take this cookie? Everyone seems to have taken
theirs…” – “Sure, help yourself!” Where were we? – imagine a situation when you’re speaking with someone, and then somehow you’re getting side-tracked and you veer off the original subject, or it could be that some other person distracts you and you forget where you left off. Now, this is the typical phrase to be used in situations like these – you’re basically asking your
conversation partner what it was that you were talking about last. How’s that sound for you? – let’s say for argument’s sake, you’re proposing something to your conversation partner. Well, in this case, this small talk phrase is ideal to ask for their opinion on your proposal! Here’s an example: “Listen, I know what we’re doing tonight. Let’s go to the movies, there’s a new blockbuster
out! How’s that sound for you?” …if that’s alright with you? – you can attach this small talk bit at the end of your sentence to ask for the other person’s permission. Let’s imagine for a second you’re telling your work colleague you have to leave your desk for a few minutes, but you just want to be sure he’s OK with that. So here’s what you say “Listen Jimmy, I’m gonna leave my
desk for a few minutes to make a really important phone call if that’s alright with you?”  Hi, how are you doing? It’s good to see you! – a typical response to a greeting from someone you haven’t seen for a while. Can’t complain – a response to a standard greeting like ‘How are you?’ It’s not as exciting phrase as ‘Thanks, I’m great!’ but it doesn’t mean you’re having some problems
in your life. Can you say it again, please? – a request to repeat the question if you didn’t understand what was said. This can also be used when the native speaking person speaks a bit too fast – they should get the hint and slow down a bit. But if they don’t, you can ask a more direct question: Can you slow it down a bit, please? And how about you? – a typical response when
you’re not sure what to ask next so you’re asking the other person the same thing they asked you. You can respond with this counter-greeting on nearly all standard greetings. To the best of my knowledge … – when you’re 99% sure about the statement you’re making. Also a good start of a response you want to take a bit more time to consider what you’re going to say. As far as I
know … – the same as above. Good for you! – a response to someone telling you about their success in something or some good news that they’re happy about. Can’t argue with that – used when you agree with the statement of the other person. How do you know? – a counter-question you can ask when someone surprises you with a question about something they’re not really
expected to know. That’s a good one! – a surprise response to funny or surprising news from your chat partner. Really? Tell me more about it! – used when you want your chat partner to tell me about what he/she just said. Frankly speaking, … – just a way to start your response. It indicates that you’re about to open up and be very honest with your chat partner. A great way of
establishing immediate trust. Well, to be honest with you, … – the same as above. Sure, no problem! – a typical response to a small request you’re happy to do. This one is especially used when responding to superiors’ requests and it sounds more enthusiastic than if you simply say ‘sure’ or ‘OK’. Never mind, it’s fine! – this phrase is used when the person offers to do a favor for
you but it’s not really necessary. Never mind, forget what I just said – this phrase is to be used when you said something that wasn’t important at all but your chat partner wants you to repeat it. You can also use this phrase if you feel that he/she might be slightly annoyed or offended by your question or comment so you want to end it there. You got me there – this can be said
instead of ‘I don’t’ know’ – it will sound more casual and not as defensive as the old ‘I don’t know’! You’ve got to be kidding me! – said when someone tells you something that borders on the unbelievable and you want to express your surprise. That’s a good question. – a phrase used when you want to take your time to think over the question. This is an ideal phrase to use when
you’re stuck but instead of remaining silent, you can start your response with this phrase. Well, how to put it in the right words… – the same as above. That’d be great! – a response to an offer that you’re really happy about. … Do you know what I mean? – this is quite an overused phrase but you can definitely use it at the end of a sentence if you want to emphasize what you just
said. You see, the thing is that … – this is how you begin a sentence when you’re asked to explain something. SHOCKING! Did You Know That You Don’t Have to Know a SINGLE Grammar Rule to Speak Fluent English? Industry & Office Small-talk Another day! – this is just a short phrase you can use to start your working day with. It doesn’t necessarily mean your job is boring; it
merely states the fact that you all have a brand new working day ahead. Nose to the grindstone! – this one is a typical English idiom, and it means to start working hard and be 100% focused on what you’re doing. Typically you’d use this one at the end of a conversation as a way of indicating you’re going back to your work-related duties. (Company name), (Your Name) speaking,
how can I help you? – if you’re working in a company’s helpdesk answering phone, this is the most common line you’ll be using in your daily work! So basically you substitute information in the brackets with your own credentials, something like this: “ABC Recruitment, Marie speaking, how can I help you?” Sorry for keeping you waiting! – and this is what you say to someone who’s
been waiting for a while on the line while you’ve been trying to get through to the right person. I’ll be with you in a minute… – this English small talk phrase will come in handy if you’re working as a receptionist, for example, and you have to leave the client for a short period of time while you’re looking up relevant information in another room or finding the right person to deal with
the client’s query. Just bear with me for a moment… – this is just another way of telling the client that you’ll be with them in a short while. In this context to “bear with me” simply means to be patient with the fact that I’ll be gone, simple as that! Leave it with me! – if you want to tell the customer that they can leave the matters with you and that you’re going to deal with the issue, this
is the right English small talk phrase to use. How was your weekend? – you can use this small-talk greeting to inquire about the person’s weekend and it’s a typical small-talk phrase you’d hear on a Monday morning. Anything new going on? – again, a typical phrase to be used when coming into work – especially after a weekend or a few days off. The boss is in a mood… – you can
use this small-talk phrase to let your colleagues know your boss is in a bad mood and it’s best to steer clear to avoid trouble. Please note you don’t even have to say “in a BAD mood”; the word “mood” says it all just on its own. All work and no play! – this is another English idiom and you can use it when having a conversation about going out and taking some rest. Here’s a typical
sentence: “Hey Jim, why not go out tonight, we’ve been working so hard – all work and no play!” Better keep the head down today – this English idiomatic expression comes in handy when you need to advise someone to stay quiet and avoid problems. Maybe it’s because that person’s been out drinking the night before, maybe it’s because they’ve been giving others hard time and
the boss is after them – there are many situations when this small-talk phrase can be used! Thank heavens it’s Friday – quite obviously you’ll be using this English small talk phrase when greeting your work colleagues on a Friday morning – as we all know, Fridays are the most awaited days of the week, and everybody’s looking forward to the weekend ahead! You working at the
weekend? – in case you’re doing shift work, this is a handy phrase to use when asking your colleague if she or he is going to work during the weekend. Are you working hours in? – let’s say, for argument’s sake, you notice someone staying at work longer than normal, so you want to inquire for the reason they’re doing this. Your best guess is that the person in question has taken
some extra time off work, so you want to ask them if they’re working those hours in now. Well, this is the perfect phrase for the occasion! I’m tired – I got no sleep last night – I guess this phrase is pretty self-explanatory, isn’t it?  I had a few drinks so I’m flying under the radar! – if you went out the night before, it’s totally understandable you’ll want to stay put and keep a low
profile in case someone from the management realizes you’re not fully capable of fulfilling your work-related duties!  Can you cover me? – this is a typical way of asking someone if they can work in your place while you’re taking a couple of hours off work to deal with your personal stuff. It’s so boring! – this is quite a self-explanatory phrase to be used whenever you’re bored. It
can be used as a handy conversation starter if there’s another person nearby doing the same job – if they also look bored you can simply exclaim “It’s so boring!” and see if they respond to that. I wish I had her job! – if someone else’s job looks better than yours, you can use this English small talk phrase to either start a conversation or respond to someone else making a remark
about how easy it is for that person compared to the situation that you’re in. We’re not paid enough! – if you think you’re not remunerated adequately (show me an employee who thinks he’s getting paid enough!), here’s a phrase to be used when you’re having a small talk with some colleague of yours and you have to express your opinion in relation to the small wages. That’s one
job I wouldn’t do! – this is how you refer to a job you definitely wouldn’t be willing to do no matter who asks you to do it. But then again – everything has a price, isn’t that right? That’s a cushy number! – English idiomatic expression “cushy number” means a very comfortable and easy job. So when you’re seeing someone sitting around all day doing nothing, you can tell your friend
“That’s a cushy number!” meaning that the job in question is really easy. I don’t know how he got that job! – there’s always someone in the company who doesn’t know what they’re doing and you often wonder how they got the job in the first place, right? So, next time around when you make a comment about such a person when having a small talk with someone, you can use this
phrase. INTERESTING! Find Out Why So Many Foreigners CAN’T Speak Fluent English! Departure Phrases (UPDATED!) NEW! It’s time for me to head out. –  this is a polite way to let your conversation partner know that you have to go and have to finish the conversation. And just before I go – this is something that you can say just before you’re leaving. Typically this would be a
situation when you just thought of something else to say: “Oh yes, and just before I go – can you please remind Charlie to drop by and collect his stuff?” We’ll catch up later! – if you’re saying goodbye to a very close friend or an acquaintance, this phrase is just what you need! Be back in a minute – this is kind of a departure phrase, yet at the same time, you’re letting others know
that you’re going to be back. Please notice that you don’t have to say “I’ll be back in a minute” – conversationally it’s totally OK just to say “Be back in a minute!” I’d better be going – followed by a simple phrase like ‘it’s too late’, or ‘have lots to do’ – and indicator you’d like to walk off and finish the conversation. I really gotta go – this is the least formal way of telling someone that
you definitely have to leave now. This is the best way of two friends, for example, finishing a conversation and personally I use this phrase quite often! OK, I’m sorry but I have to leave now! – used when your chat partner has clear intentions of continuing the conversation but you just need to go so you’re making it clear that you need to go. See you later! – used when you know
that you’ll be seeing each other again sometime. See you around! – the same as above See you in a couple of minutes! – this phrase is typically used when you’re leaving the other person for a short while during an event, for example. Keep in touch! – a good-bye phrase meaning you want the other person to get in touch with you every now and then and that you’ve the same
intentions. It was nice seeing you, take care! – a good-bye phrase used when you know that you won’t see the person for a while. It’s been good talking to you! – the same as the above phrase. Hope to see you again! – you can use this phrase when finishing a conversation with someone you’ve just met. Say hello to …! – a short and handy way of saying to remind someone from
you. Now You’ve Finished Reading this List… What’s Next? You’re pretty excited having found my blog and especially this list of English small-talk phrases, isn’t that right? There’s one small problem though… The chances are, you’re going to forget MOST of these phrases within a matter of hours, and next week you’ll be lucky to remember ANY of them! Please don’t get me
wrong – I’m not trying to insult your intelligence and imply that you have a bad memory. It’s NATURAL to forget all kinds of information after just one exposure; it’s just human nature. So I guess it poses the next logical question – “How to make sure you can actually use such and similar phrases in YOUR daily conversations with work colleagues, college friends and people you
meet?” Here’s the Most Effective Way to Learn These Small Talk Phrases… The best way of imprinting these small talk phrases into your mind is by utilizing spaced repetition. It might sound very technical, while in fact it simply means you have to repeat and memorize a phrase a number of times over a certain period of time. Repeat each phrase three times. Then do it once more
tomorrow. Go back to it after a longer period of time – say, a week or two. This spaced repetition principle ensures that the small talk phrases you’re memorizing REMAIN in your ACTIVE vocabulary. It basically means you’ll be able to USE those phrases in relevant situations, and that’s definitely what you want, isn’t it? I’ve Got Great News For You! What if I told you I’ve compiled
1350 similar phrases and expressions and also made it SUPER-EASY for you to memorize them using the spaced repetition technique? Wouldn’t that be cool? Believe it or not – but I’ve done just that, and here you can check out my unique software stuffed full of English small talk and many other phrases! It’s called the English Harmony System, and here are its main benefits
ANY upper-intermediate and advanced foreign English student can avail of: EH System imprints natural English phrases into your mind; EH System makes sure you stop preparing a speech in your head; You develop the ability to speak instinctively and spontaneously ❗ So, do you want to develop your ability to speak FLUENTLY and use all these and MANY MORE English
phrases, expressions and idioms just like NATIVE English speakers do? Then make sure to check out the English Harmony System RIGHT NOW! P.S. Are you serious about your spoken English improvement? Check out the English Harmony System HERE!
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